
  

RESEARCH: SOUND NOTE; October 18, 2016 

 

 

DEL BOCA VISTA PHASE III & THE BOCA BREEZE 

 

Since our last SOUND Note “It’s proper to say “pardon,” the ‘market’ (S&P 500) has quickly 

recovered from the “Brexit” vote (dropping over 5% in 2 trading days, and recovering in 8 

trading days) and weathered the summer quite well – especially seasonally adjusted. July 

through September saw over 40 days with diminished volatility – meaning the market did not 

move more than 1% on any given day; from July 15 to September 8 the S&P appreciated a 

mere 0.81%. Then the news cycle spun worry about the rise in interest rates and the 

presidential election cycle. Ok Morty, let’s get excited about the deal… 

Every time the S&P 500 has had a 2 – 5% drop, the pundits of pessimism have declared the 

end of days. We, at SOUND Wealth Management Group, were recently presented with a 

comparable threat in South Florida – Hurricane Matthew. We recall the “authority” of 

Hurricane research, Bryan Norcross, calling for a “historic hit to South Florida” with “life and 

death decisions required.” Lives were lost as a result of the storm (we are not making light of 

this fact) but Dr. Forbes and crew at The Weather Channel were filling the skies of South 

Florida with black swans, only to find it was a non-event for much of South Florida. Maybe 

their tactics were for the greater good – as people prepared for the what-ifs. Scare tactics 

may have been the best strategy, but investing has many more data inputs than Mother 

Nature. We say this every time: statistics for the S&P 500 show that the market declines 5-10% 

3.3 times per year, 10-15% every 1.1 years, 15-20% every 2 years, and +20% every 3 years – 

naturally this is not linear, but is compiled over the last 100 years of data from Ned Davis 

Research, Inc. Even with these declines, the market averages 9.6% (Source: Morningstar 

Research); they are to be expected, even in bull markets.  



  

Data is showing that the market is rallying with lower and lower margin debt – meaning 

people (and institutions) are not leveraging up to push the markets higher – indicating 

more stable support for equity prices. We will further substantiate market strength later in 

this note.   

Historically, the market has a common pattern in the fourth quarter of an election year 

Data compiled by Strategas and Bloomberg shows that the historical seasonal pattern of 

the S&P 500 in an election year has a moderate drop of about 2% a few weeks before the 

election, and then rallies into the end of the year – this is illuminated in (Fig. 1) – compiling 

the market performance of September to December since 1950 in an election year. 

Naturally, this is not the rule, but we can use it as an indicator. The last election (2012), the 

market rallied over 10% to the date of inauguration. We will soon see how this election 

bodes for the market in the short-term. 

 

Figure 1 (SOURCE: Bloomberg & Strategas) 

 

 



  Although a president can have policy for change, their intentions and veto power can 

only go so far… a president needs a cooperative/collaborative House of Representatives 

and Senate. Below you will find the current make-up of the 114th House and Senate (Fig. 2 

& Fig. 3). 

114th United States House of Representatives:   114th United States Senate: 

           

247 Republican188 Democratic (3 vacant seats)           54 Republican 44 Democratic 2 Independent  

  (Figure 2)            (Figure 3) 

 

What many are aware of, but do not talk about, is the ability of a president to be effective 

when working with the legislative and judicial branches of government. The President, 

under the executive branch, may choose to influence new policy, or policy change; the 

legislative branch (the Senate and House of Representatives) must vote to agree – 

remember “I’m Just A Bill” from Schoolhouse Rock? SWMG is giving a high probability of a 

low effectiveness to either presidential candidate (sorry Johnson and Stein supporters). The 

market tends to favor a ballast government – one party in the executive branch, and the 

opposite majority in the legislative branch. Peruse the following scenarios (NOTE: Do not 

misconstrue this to be a political endorsement, or censure). 

Scenario 1: Clinton win; no change in House or Senate. One would expect a stalemate in 

government. Although a previous Clinton was able to work across party lines in the past, 

the sentiment is that parties have further bifurcated and are less willing to come to 

compromise. At the present, this is the highest probable outcome based on Electoral 

College votes and the country’s demographics.   

Scenario 2: Trump win; no change in House or Senate. One would expect some change, 

but mostly a government in deadlock. Mr. Trump has ostracized himself from the GOP 

establishment. Some policy change may be passed that have been cornerstones of the 

Republican establishment – such as lower taxes and simplified tax brackets, lowered 

business tax for repatriation, and consensus on a repeal/replacement of the Affordable 

Care Act (also known as Obama Care). There is likely some more accord with the GOP, 

 

 



  but not much beyond this. We chalk the tax changes up to a measured positive change to 

businesses and their net profit margins – having some stimulative impact on our economy. 

Since we do not know what the replacement of the ACA will be, we remain uncertain as to 

its impact. Although these are relatively major economic changes, they should come as no 

shock to our economy, and everything beyond this is probably at an impasse. 

Scenario 3: Clinton win; a change to a democratic majority in the Senate, but not the House 

of Representatives. One should expect a similar outcome to Scenario 1 in that the legislative 

branches are unlikely to work with each other. 

Scenario 4: Trump win; a change to a democratic majority in the Senate, but not the House 

of Representatives. Again, one should expect a similar outcome to Scenario 1; government 

at a standstill. 

Scenario 5: Clinton win; a majority change in both the House and Senate (unlikely, but 

possible). One should expect much of Clinton’s policies to progress. Clinton will also likely be 

able to have significant impact on the judicial branch’s makeup for years to come. We will 

continue to analyze Secretary Clinton’s plans to understand the economic impacts.  

Scenario 6: Trump win; a majority change in both the House and Senate to democratic 

(unlikely, but possible). One should expect a definitive stalemate in government. 

Scenario 7: Vote Cosmo, and hope he wears his shoes in the clubhouse. 

The decisions on the department of justice will very likely have significant impact for many 

years to come; we will leave this to conjecture for now. Both parties will be guilty of 

demagoguing for electoral votes, and we will not know either candidates true policy or 

plans until inauguration and throughout their term(s).  

 

One must walk among them 

Be careful of polls! We saw the most recent NBC/Wall Street Journal Poll indicating Clinton 

was in the lead by double digits. What may surprise you are the number of poll respondents 

and the demographics of this poll. The survey on October 8-9, 2016 had a sample size of just 

477 people – that is it. According to the U.S. Census, there were 126,000,000+ people who 

voted in the 2012 election. The ideological make-up of this poll breaks down as follows: 43% 

represented themselves as Democratic, 36% as Republican, 12% as Independent, and 9% as 

“other” or “not sure” (Source: Hart Research Associates). We are not sure how this  



  psychologically impacts voters, but can see two influencers of priming (“priming,” as David 

McRaney puts it: “you are unaware of the constant nudging you receive from ideas formed 

in your unconscious mind”). For the undecided voter, one can see Clinton with a large 

margin of lead, and turn out in support of Trump, or one can view Clinton with a large 

margin of lead, and vote for Clinton to associate with the winner and perceived popular 

vote. This is further augmented with PAC support campaign ads. Don’t let Saccamano Sr. 

screw you; what you thought were Wizards might just be Willards, and you’ll be leaving five 

dollar tips for a B.L.T. We advise you to take the time to understand all candidates’ policies 

and plans to make an informed vote. 

Congratulations Mr. Puppet Master 

Although the news will have you believe it is bad out there, the economics of public 

companies are continuing to strengthen. 

The high-yield bond market continues to improve (tightening, not widening) – which is a 

harbinger for continued equity appreciation. As respected analyst Tom Lee (Fundstrat) puts 

it: “the high-yield market is like Michigan weather; if you want to know what the weather will 

be like in New York in two days, call your relatives in Michigan.”  

The negative sentiment out there is a contrarian indicator. Two-thirds of companies are now 

projected to report positive profit growth - not seen in two years – which is weighted down 

by energy company earnings. The following chart delineates the fact that analysts have 

historically underestimated EPS growth (Fig. 4, Source Bloomberg) 

 

Figure 4 

 



  Global commodities are strengthening – exemplified by the price of cotton in China - which 

has spiked to the highest level in 3 years – meaning China has been a major purchaser of 

textiles, such as cotton, in anticipation of manufacturing and export (selling) expansion of 

consumer goods in the coming quarters. Further, unemployment claims are at 40-year lows, 

and we are seeing wage growth. 

The Warranty Information 

Since we covered a lot of ground on the election news, we will leave the lion’s share of our 

interest rates commentary to our next note(s). We can agree that rates are likely to go up in 

the coming years, and what is important to focus on is the “glide” – meaning the gradual 

progression to normalized interest rates. Figure 5 highlights where rates are, as compared to 

where they have been historically (Fig. 5).  

 

Figure 5 (Source: MorningStar Research) 
History of Interest Rates 1925 to 2015 

 

We hazard the belief that a slow glide will stimulate capital expenditures. Simply, if you are a 

large or small corporation looking to do an expansion project in the coming years, you may 

choose to pull that project forward to take advantage of lower rates – as they are likely to 

be higher in the future. Take THOR INDUSTRIES Inc. (:THO)*, a company that manufactures 

and sells recreational vehicles (RV). The officers of the company may forecast the need 



  to expand a manufacturing plant in the coming years, or expect large machinery to 

become less efficient and useable over the next few years; they may need financing to 

make acquisitions. As rates increase, the directors and operators may decide to make those 

purchases now, as opposed to financing these projects in 5 years when the cost of 

borrowing is likely to be much higher. Long-term projects tend not to get funded with an 

expectation of 1% inflation rate and a sub 3% total return; as the expected return increases 

to a 5% nominal rate, the math increases the incentive to fund projects – on the corporate 

and governmental level. You can even translate this to your own home; you may be more 

inclined to purchase the new car, appliance, or even home now once you see the 

financing rates go from 0% to 2, 3, or +4%. 

The 1940s to the early 1950s saw a period of extremely low interest rates, which were 

followed by one of the most aggressive advances in rates in U.S. History (Fig. 6 Source: 

Bianco Research). So what does history tell us about what happened? Rates went from 

approximately 2% to 7% from 1952 to 1970 (250% increase), and the S&P 500 went from 24.19 

to 90.31 – an increase of 273% (15.16% simple annualized). The market rose in tandem with 

the increase in interest rates. 

 

Figure 6 

 



  

We suspect we will be covering more “Fed Talk” in the coming months, but we wanted to 

get ahead of the deluge of chatter that will come from the ‘talking heads’ about interest 

rates, and, like any trip to visit Snoopy & Prickly Pete in the Hamptons, it’s going to get nuts! 

As always, we hope this was helpful and informative. We welcome any and all questions 

and conversations. Please feel free to distribute our SOUND NOTES to friends and family or 

anyone who may find them of interest. 

We look forward to speaking with you soon! 

Regards,  

 

SOUND Wealth Management Group 

 

 

 

3801 PGA Blvd., Suite 910 
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410 

561.293.3500 
www.soundwealthmanagementgroup.com 

 



 

 
  

 
  

 

     

 

 

 

 

*Note SOUND Wealth Management owns THOR INDUSTRIES in the SWMG All Authority Alpha Portfolio. 

This information contains forward-looking statements about various economic trends and strategies. You are 

cautioned that such forward-looking statements are subject to significant business, economic and competitive 

uncertainties and actual results could be materially different. There are no guarantees associated with any 

forecast and the opinions stated here are subject to change at any time and are the opinion of the individual 

strategist. Data is taken from sources generally believed to be reliable but no guarantee is given to its 

accuracy. 

Views expressed are the current opinion of the author, but not necessarily those of Raymond James & 

Associates. The author’s opinions are subject to change without notice. Information contained in this report 

was received from sources believed to be reliable, but accuracy is not guaranteed. Past performance is not 

indicative of future results. Investing always involves risk and you may incur a profit or loss. No investment 

strategy can guarantee success. Any information is not a complete summary or statement of all available data 

necessary for making an investment decision and does not constitute an offer to sell. 

The S&P 500 is an unmanaged index of 500 widely held stocks that are generally considered representative of 

the U.S. stock market. Inclusion of this index is for illustrative purposes only. Keep in mind that individuals cannot 

invest directly in any index, and index performance does not include cost or other fees, which will affect the 

actual investment performance. Individual investor results will vary. 

 

   


